ACADEMIC PROGRAMS OF STUDY

2018-2019

* Programs with an * may not be eligible for all types of financial aid/veteran's benefits.
(Key: AAS-Associate in Applied Science, CC-Certificate of Completion, SC-Special Certificate*)

**Art**
CGRA0  CC Graphic Design
DFAD0  AAS Foundations in Art and Design

Concentrations:
Graphic Design/Digital Media
Fine Art/Illustration

**Health Sciences**
CMBC0  CC Medical Billing and Coding
CMED0  CC Medical Assistant
CSRG0  CC Surgical Technology
DADN3  AAS Nursing (LPN to ADN)
DDRN3  AAS Nursing (ADN--Direct)
DHIT0  AAS Health Information Technology
DMED1  AAS Medical Assistant
DSRG1  AAS Surgical Technology

**Automotive**
CAUT1  CC Automotive Technology Master Certification
CDSS0  CC Automotive Technology Diesel Service Specialist
DAUT0  AAS Automotive Technology

**Industrial Technologies**
CCNC0  CC CNC Machinist
CWAF3  CC Welding and Fabricating
DMFT0  AAS Mechatronics Facility Technician
DMIT0  AAS Mechatronics Industrial Technician
DWAF3  AAS Welding and Fabricating

**Business and Entrepreneurship**
CACL0  CC Accounting Clerk Specialist
CENT1  CC Entrepreneurship (see below)

Concentrations:
ART
BUS
CIS
COS
Other

DBSM0  AAS Business Management

**Public Safety**
CPAC0*  CC Police Academy
DCJP0  AAS Criminal Justice Pre-Service
DEMS1  AAS Emergency Medical Services

**Construction Technologies**
CELC2  CC Electrical Technology
CHVC3  CC Heating/Ventilation/AC/Refrigeration
DELC2  AAS Electrical Technology
DHVC3  AAS Heating/Ventilation/AC/Refrigeration

**Technology Management**
DTEC0  AAS Technology Management

**Transfer**
DASA0  Associate in Science & Arts

Choose either:
Nursing
Non-Nursing

DACC0  Associate in Accounting
DABA1  Associate in Business Administration

**Cosmetology**
CCOS2  CC Cosmetology
DSMN4  AAS Cosmetology
SCES0*  SC Esthetician*